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Humans are busier and more 
stressed than ever before. As a 
result, mental health is becoming 
increasingly important.
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The trouble is finding time for 
mindfulness. Everyone knows we 
should, it's just hard to start the 
habit.



r e v e r i e
definition: n. [rev uh ree] - a state of 
dreamy meditation or fanciful musing.
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What's Inside
6 | Research

7 | Problem Statement

8 | Competitor Analysis

11 | User Interviews

15 | Personas

18 | Userflows

20 | Feature Prioritization 

21 | Sitemap

22 | Card Sort

23 | Wireframes

24 | Prototype

25 | Usability Testing

26 | Final Takeaways

27 | Prototype Link
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UX RESEARCH



Tea drinkers need a way to easily brew tea because people seem generally 
unaware of steep times, suggested tempuratures, and measurements.

Problem Statement
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Competitor Analysis
We created a feature comparison matrix and 
competitor map to get a better picture of the 
current market landscape. 
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Competitor Matrix
MIGHTY TIMER BREW TEA TASTY ONE TOP

Physical Product Design No Not Yes

Library/Educates No Yes Yes

Mobile App Yes Yes Yes

Timer Setting Yes Yes Yes
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Competitor Map
Technology

Tea Brewing

Electric 
Tea 
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We conducted nine interviews 
through a variety of different 
methods. In-person, over the phone 
and via instant messaging.

User Interviews
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Affinity Mapping
After conducting some interviews, 
we learned that brewing tea, wasn't 
exactly the problem.

KEY FINDINGS

 + People generally didn't pay attention 
to steep times

 + Users generally found tea easy to 
make

 + People drank tea to relax or find a 
sense of serenity

 + Most interviewees used tea bags

 + Some knew tea was healthy but 
didn't necessarily know why



Test early, test often.
- UNKNOWN, PROBABLY A WISE DESIGNER                



Tea drinkers need a way to find a mindful moment within a tea ritual because 
their lives are busy and they seek something beyond simply drinking tea -- 
they're looking for a tea experience.

Revised Problem Statement
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Persona 1
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"I enjoy winding down by 
sipping tea while getting 
cozy on the couch"



Persona 2
"I freakin' LOVE tea! I just 
don't like when I'm not sure 
about flavor profiles..."
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UX DESIGN
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The signature journey is quite simple. The 
user would select a tea, select the timer, 
and then return the home screen.

User Flows

Open 
reverie

Search 

Teas
Home Screen

Finished 
Brewing!

Start 
Timer

Select 

Tea
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A second userflow was created when 
the problem statement changed and the 
timer made a bigger impact

User Flows

Open 
reverie

Select 

Timer
Home Screen Search 

Tea Type

Finished 
Brewing!

Start 
Timer
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Feature Prioritization Matrix
Nice to Have

Fave Teas
Teas 

Ratings

Smart 
Kettle

UGC 
Tea 

Library

Medita-
tion 

Prompt

Tea 
LibraryTea 

Timer

Tea 
Discov.
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Site Map Home

Shop Timer

BreatheTaste

Mood

Type

Discover



• Open Card Sort

• 23 cards 

• Average categories created - 4.4. 

• Tea search and shopping were 
confusing to cart sort

• Hybrid Card Sort

• Tea resources and shop were confusing.
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Card Sort
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Wireframes
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Prototype
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Usability Test
 + Users had a bit of trouble with the onboarding buttons 

 + Validating to see that new tests and testees resulted in similar findings 
to the card sort

 + A few visual comments like font size and button size but no huge 
systemic problems

 + Some users had conflicting ideas and a larger pool would have been 
more ideal, 
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Final Takeaways
 + Could have focused more on the UX initially. 

 + Do not change anything until finished with all user testing

 + Always save copies of your iterations just in case

 + Going back, I would have tested my wireframes earlier

 + The UX process is iterative and continuous
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PROTOTYPE
https://xd.adobe.com/view/f699cbba-2a81-4efe-4fce-157989840cdb-80a8/



THANK YOU.
PATIENCE KANDA || reverie
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